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OBJECTIVES

Whether or not your site is ready for virtual trials, they're here. This reality was blasted home to us all as
COVID-19 circulated the globe and forced us to embrace remote trials...whether we liked it or were ready, or
not.
This "nuts and bolts" session will walk you through everything you need to know from insurance considerations
and budget considerations, to operational challenges and how to navigate unforeseen.

Objective-1: Learn how to evaluate whether or not your trial can
consider decentralization
Questions addressing the above objective:
1. What are the options for virtualizing a study?
(To be addressed By all panelists)
2. Please discuss a case study-based scenario based on your industry experience:
• What should have been outsourced historically? Is it processes or technologies or both that are
fostering this change?
(To be addressed By all panelists)

Objective-2: Understand the risks sites may face with virtual trials
and how to protect yourself
1. Please discuss a case study-based scenario based on your industry experience. Please share your
perspective from a pharma/sponsor perspective, technology player and site perspectives.
Pharma perspective-Chris
Site perspective-James
Technology perspective-Kim
2. How do sites in your experience implementing risk-mitigation strategies for “Data Privacy strategies”?
3. Decentralized Clinical Trials may or may not come with additional risks compared to conventional

trials. Some of the risks may be associated with the relative novelty of widespread use of the DCT
modalities. What are some common risk-assessment questions to challenge against each DCT
modality to identify risks and develop mitigations, and how should sites be part of this discussion?

Objective-3: Identify the additional operational costs that come into play
with virtual trials and how to cover those in your budget upfront.
• Panel questions:
1. Please provide your individual perspectives on additional operating costs.
2. Please comment on solutions leveraged by “Artificial Intelligence” in clinical trial matching, prescreening etc.

3. As it relates to costs of either individual decentralized modalities or conducting an entirely
Decentralized Clinical Trial, what are some different costs and line items compared to conventional
trials, both from a sponsor and site perspective?

Thank you!
For contact hours or CME’s, the surveys are listed in the session details
page and also under surveys tab if you filter to session surveys.
If you have any questions or issues, please contact Michael Jay at
michael.jay@myscrs.org

